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ABSTRACT
Wireless video capsule endoscopy has been in use for over a decade and it uses radio
frequency (RF) signals to transmit approximately fifty five thousands clear pictures of
inside the GI tract to the body-mounted sensor array. However, physician has no clue
on the exact location of the capsule inside the GI tract to associate it with the pictures
showing abnormalities such as bleeding or tumors. It is desirable to use the same RF
signal for localization of the VCE as it passes through the human GI tract.
In this thesis, we address the accuracy limits of RF localization techniques for VCE
localization applications. We present an assessment of the accuracy of cooperative lo-
calization of VCE using radio frequency (RF) signals with particular emphasis on lo-
calization inside the small intestine. We derive the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB)
for cooperative location estimators using the received signal strength(RSS) or the time
of arrival (TOA) of the RF signal. Our derivations are based on a three-dimension hu-
man body model, an existing model for RSS propagation from implant organs to body
surface and a TOA ranging error model for the effects of non-homogenity of the hu-
man body on TOA of the RF signals. Using models for RSS and TOA errors, we first
calculate the 3D CRLB bounds for cooperative localization of the VCE in three major
digestive organs in the path of GI tract: the stomach, the small intestine and the large
intestine. Then we analyze the performance of localization techniques on a typical path
inside the small intestine. Our analysis includes the effects of number of external sen-
sors, the external sensor array topology, number of VCE in cooperation and the random
variations in transmit power from the capsule.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many of the profound innovations in science and engineering start with metaphors pre-
sented in science fiction. The wireless information networking industry was motivated
by the Captain Kirk;s communicator in the 1960s science fiction series ”‘ Star Trek”‘.
The idea was formed in the early 1980s; the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) released the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands; the IEEE 802.11
standardization committee created the WLAN standard in 1997 [63, 67]. After almost
half a century, modern smart phones are what the evolution of the ”‘ Star Trek”’ commu-
nicator fantasy brought to us. Recently, another 1960s science fiction, the ”‘ Fantastic
Voyage”’, in which a space craft with its crew were shrunken to become a micro-device
capable of traveling inside human body to remove a brain clot, has stimulated a new
wave of innovations science and engineering for the body area networking (BAN). That
space craft lost its navigation capabilities and went through an unguided dramatic trav-
eling experience within the human body before it exits through tears from the eye of
the human subject. Today, endoscopy capsules [26] are traveling inside the digestive
system in the same way as the space craft in the fantastic voyage traveled and one can
envision emergence of a number of other similar applications for micro-robots inside
the human body . We don’t have the technology to shrink the people; however, we have
enough of remote control capabilities that we can have robots do operation inside body
1
2without an operator inside the craft.
Since the study presented in this thesis is related to in-body localization, our focus
will be on the localization aspects of the body area network and we will present chan-
nel modeling challenges for time-of-arrival(TOA) and received-signal-strength (RSS)
based localization techniques; the calculation of Cramer-Rao-lower-bound (CRLB) for
RF localization accuracy limitation inside the human gastro-intestinal (GI) tract, and
the performance of TOA and RSS based localization techniques for various topology of
body mounted receiver sensors, the number of capsules inside the GI tract for coopera-
tion, and the effect of randomness in the transmitted power on the accuracy of capsule
localization.
1.1 Evolution of Video Capsule Endoscopy (VCE)
In the past decade, miniaturization and cost reduction of semiconductor devices have
allowed the design of small, low cost computing and wireless communication devices
used as sensors in a variety of popular wireless networking applications and this trend
is expected to continue in the next few decades [64], [36]. One of the leading wonders
of this wireless networking breakthrough is the emergence of wireless video capsule en-
doscopy (VCE) [18]. The technology was introduced by the Given Imaging Yoqneam,
Israel in 2000.and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved its clinical
use in 2001. Examination of the Gastro-Intestinal (GI) tract using VCE is commonly
used for a number of diseases such as the inflammatory bowel disease, the ulcerative
colitis and the colorectal cancer [46]. VCE provides a unique visualization of bleed-
ings and tumors in the middle parts of the small intestine, where traditional endoscopy
3and colonoscopy visualization techniques can not reach [55]. Small intestine is a 5-8
meters long curled path occupying the central part of the GI tract, therefore, the path of
movement of the VCE inside the small intestineis very complex. Wireless video capsule
endoscopy has been in use for over a decade and it uses radio frequency (RF) signals
to transmit approximately fifty five thousands clear pictures of inside the GI tract to the
body-mounted sensor array.
Wireless capsule endoscopy begins with the patient swallowing the capsule. The
natural peristalsis moves the capsule smoothly and painlessly throughout the GI tract
while it is transmitting color images taken by the camera at a rate of two images per
second [26]. The VCE images allow the physician to visualize the entire GI tract with-
out scope trauma and air insufflations. Comparing with the traditional gastroscopy and
colonoscopy techniques, the VCE procedure is ambulatory allowing the patients to con-
tinue with their daily activities throughout the endoscopic examinations. In addition,
the traditional techniques can only reach the first few or last several feet of the small
intestine, while VCE provides images of the entire GI tract.
However, physician has no clue on the exact location of the capsule inside the GI
tract to associate it with the pictures showing abnormalities such as bleeding or tumors.
It is desirable to use the same RF signal for localization of the VCE as it passes through
the human GI tract.
1.2 Location information for Gastro-Intestinal(GI) tract
In recent years, the feasibility of several technologies for localization of the VCE has
been explored. These technologies can be divided into those using magnetic field or
4inertial systems, using image processing techniques and techniques using RF signals. In
magnetic sensing based techniques, a magnet is inserted into the VCE and the VCE is
located by measuring the magnetic field [42]. This technique increases the weight and
size of the VCE and the magnetic field of the VCE used for localization will be inter-
fered by the external magnetic fields used for other applications such as the Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) systems. One can also insert radiation opaque material into
the VCE and trace the location of the VCE using X-ray or Computed Tomography (CT)
scan [72]. Continuous imaging using X-ray or CT scan is very expensive and it bears
the health risks for the patient. Using the RF signal used for image transmissions for
the VCE to also locate the capsule offers itself as a natural and low cost solution that
does not add to the capsule complexity and payload. Therefore, it has been chosen for
use with the smartpill capsule [86] in USA and the M2A capsule [37] in Israel. These
companies use the RSS of the waveform for the purpose of localization of the VCE. A
more accurate metric for localization is the TOA or the time of flight of the signal.
For RF based localization, a widely known benefit of TOA based techniques is their
high accuracy compared to RSS based techniques. The TOA based technique relies on
measurements of travel time of signals between the known reference nodes and unknown
terminal nodes. Ranging information is calculated by multiplying the propagation ve-
locity of RF signal and the measured TOA value. The testbed developed in [40] can
be used to examine the performance of TOA localization in indoor areas under the in-
fluence of multipath scenario. On the other hand, the human body is formed of various
organs with complex structures. Each organ has a unique characteristics of conductivity
and relative permittivity. Since propagation velocity inside human body is expressed
as a function of the relative permittivity, medical implanted devices placed in different
positions cause different propagation velocities due to the RF signal traveling through
5various tissues or organs. These variations in the speed is dominant source of error for
TOA-based RF localization inside the human body. Some preliminary two dimensional
(2D) RSS and TOA localization techniques for inside the human body have been re-
ported in [49], [37]. However, there is nothing available in the literature to compare
the performances of the performances of the two approaches in particular in a realistic
3D scenario.
1.3 Motivation
Our aim is to use the CRLB to analyze the RF localization accuracy that is achievable
in the various organs in the GI tract and determine if these accuracies are enough for
clinical capsule endoscopy applications. The CRLB has been used traditionally for the
analysis of the accuracy of outdoor localization using GPS and for a variety of indoor ge-
olocation applications for the human and robotics applications [10]. The CRLB uses the
ranging error models for the behavior of the localization metrics such as RSS and TOA
to estimate the bounds. Currently, most of the researchers have focused on developing
the algorithms and mathematical models for solving the triangulation problem [13, 27].
In this paper, we take a different approach. We focus on the accuracy possible for VCE
in the GI tract using RSS or TOA based triangulation technique. We have developed the
RSS localization bound calculation for single VCE situation in our previous work [97].
Understanding the nature of signal propagation is the key to the design of efficient
and low-power, low-cost communication systems and precise localization for the BANs.
Therefore, the first step in research is to start a measurement and modeling program to
understand the nature of signal transmission inside the human body. Today, the existing
6literature in measurement and modeling for understanding the propagation in and around
human body is fragmented and it does not pay attention to localization inside body for
emerging applications such as localization of endoscopy capsules [91]. There is a need
for research in understanding the behavior of RF signal propagation inside human body
for localization applications.
1.4 Contributions
In this thesis, we address the accuracy limits of RF localization techniques for VCE lo-
calization with particular attention to localization inside the small intestine. Fundamen-
tally, RF localization is either based on the traditional RSS or the more accurate TOA
[65]. The limited existing literature is focused on developing algorithms and mathemat-
ical models for solving the triangulation problems [30], [49]. The Cramer Rao Lower
Bound (CRLB) has been used traditionally for the analysis of accuracy of outdoor local-
ization using GPS and for a variety of indoor geolocation applications for the human and
robotics applications. In this thesis, we apply this analytical framework for calculation
of the CRLB for comparative performance evaluation of the RSS- and TOA- based co-
operative localization using multiple capsules in the three major organs of the GI tract as
well as to assess the accuracy of these techniques as the VCE moves along the complex
path of movements inside the small intestine. Analytical results presented in this thesis
includes the effects of number of external sensors; the external sensor array topology,
number of VCEs in cooperation and the random variations in transmit power from the
capsule.
The primary contribution of this thesis is the calculation of CRLB for capsule en-
7doscopy applications using an existing path loss model and a novel TOA ranging error
model developed in this thesis.
The thesis draws substantially from results presented previously in:
1. Yunxing Ye, Umair Khan, Nayef Alsindi, Ruijun Fu, Kaveh Pahlavan, ”On the
accuracy of RF positioning in multi-capsule endoscopy” in IEEE Personal indoor and
Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC),2011 IEEE 22nd International Symposium on
2011/9/11.
2. Kaveh Pahlavan, Yunxing Ye, Umair Khan, Ruijun Fu, ”RF localization inside hu-
man body: Enabling micro-robotic navigation for medical applications” in Localization
and GNSS(ICL-GNSS), 2011 International Conference on 2011/6/29
3. Yunxing Ye, Pranay Swar, Kaveh Pahlavan, Kaveh Ghaboosi, ”Accuracy of RSS-
Based RF Localization in Multi-capsule Endoscopy” in International Journal of Wireless
information Networks (IJWIN), volumn 19, issue 3, page 229-238
4. Ruijun Fu, Yunxing Ye, Ning Yang, Kaveh Pahlavan, ”Doppler spread analysis
of human motions for body area network applications”, in Personal Indoor and Mo-
bile Radio Communications (PIMRC), 2011 IEEE 22nd International Symposium on,
2011/9/11.
5. Kaveh Pahlavan, Yunxing Ye, Ruijun Fu, Umair Khan, ”Challenges in Chan-
nel Measurement and Modeling for RF Localization Inside the Human Body”. in In-
ternational Journal of Embedded and Real-Time Communication Systems (IJERTCS)
volumn 3, issue 3, page 18-37.
6. Ruijun Fu, Yunxing Ye, Kaveh Pahlavan, ”Characteristic and Modeling of Hu-
8man Body Motions for Body Area Network Applications”, in International Journal of
Wireless Information Networks, volume 19, issue 3, page 2190-228.
7. Pranay Swar, Yunxing Ye, Kaveh Ghaboosi, Kaveh Pahlavan, ”On effect of trans-
mit power variance on localization accuracy in wireless capsule endoscopy”. in IEEE
Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC), 2012/4/1.
8. Guanqun Bao, Yunxing Ye, Umair Khan, Xin Zheng, Kaveh Pahlavan, ”Model-
ing of the Movement of the Endoscopy Capsule inside GI Tract based on the Captured
Endoscopic Images” in International Conference on Modeling, Simulation and Visual-
ization Methods, MSV’12. July 16-19, 2012, Las Vegas, USA.
9. Kaveh Pahlavan, Guanqun Bao, Yunxing Ye, Sergy Makarov, Umair Khan,
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1.5 Outline of the Dissertation
This dissertation focuses on the comparative performance evaluation of TOA- and RSS-
based RF localization for VCE localization. In chapter 2, we first give an overview of
the cooperative VCE localization which includes the system aspect of RF VCE localiza-
tion system, the RF positioning metrics, the existing VCE localization techniques, the
9challenges in VCE localization and the measurement campaign we conducted for chan-
nel characterization. In chapter 3, we introduce the performance evaluation scenario
and the implant to body surface path loss model for RSS based VCE localization. In
chapter 4, we present our novel TOA ranging error model caused by human tissue inho-
mogeneity and show the modeling results. In chapter 5, we first derive the 3D Cramer
Rau Lower Bound (CRLB) for single capsule localization in 3D space and then extends
the the derivations to multiple capsule cooperative localization, we derived the CRLB
when there’s randomness in the transmitted power in the end of this chapter. In chap-
ter 6, we present the results and discussion which includes the effect of organ shape
and location, the effect of number of receiver sensors, the effect of number of capsules
in cooperation, the effect of randomness in transmitted power and the accuracy limit
along the small intestine. In chapter 7,we introduce the VCE movement model and the
application of tracking techniques in the VCE localization. Finally, we conclude the
dissertation in chapter 8 and give the suggested direction of future work.
Chapter 2
Overview of Cooperative VCE Localization
In this chapter, we discuss the system engineering and channel aspects of capsule en-
doscopy localization systems. We also present the major challenges for RF localization
[98]in VCE in this chapter.
Given the free intraperitoneal location of the small intestine and its constant peristal-
sis, accurate localization of pathology is very difficult [57]. Because wireless endoscopy
is usually used for diagnostic puorse, surgical intervention may be necessary for follow
up procedures. Accurate location information is vital for the follow up interventions.
2.1 Overview of capsule endoscopy localization system
The triangulation [100]method of localization of the wireless capsule endoscope was
initially introduced in 2001 [30]. The system used by GIVEN Imaging [99] is shown in
Fig. 2.1
The transmitted signal of the capsule is received by eight sensors attached to the
patient’s abdomen. Its location is estimated by three sensors at any given time: The
sensor in closest proximity to the capsule receives the strongest signal, and two adjacent
sensors, which the capsule is located in between, will receive signals of nearly equivalent
10
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Figure 2.1: The sensor array location guide, from GIVEN Imaging
strength. Using the strength of the signals and location of the sensors, an approximate
location can be calculated. It is reported in [54] that this system detected the capsule
within 6 cm of its location in the abdomen 87% of the time in healthy volunteers who
also received fluoroscopy. However, this method does not indicate the actual distance
down the small intestine. Therefore, patients with small intestine lesions still require
surgical intervention to precisely localize the lesion.
2.2 RF Positioning Metrices
Wireless localization sensors operating in different environment measure RSS, AOA,
POA, TOA, and the signature of the delay power profile as location metrics [66], [34].
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2.2.1 AOA based techniques
In AOA-based indoor geolocation, directional antenna or antenna arrays are used to
triangulate the MT [52] [82]. Two or more reference points (RP) are needed to deter-
mine the axis value of the MT as shown in Fig 2.2 Commonly, measurements of POA
[17]and AOA in large indoor and urban areas provide very unreliable results due to se-
vere multipath propagation and heavy shadow-fading conditions. The accuracy of the
Figure 2.2: AOA technique for geolocation
AOA measurement system is determined by the resolution of the directional antenna or
antenna array and the algorithms used to estimate the AOA simultaneously. Given the
accuracy of AOA measurement system, the number of reference points is determined
by the MT position with respect to the reference points. When the MT lies between the
two reference points. AOA measurements will not be able to provide the exact location
of MT on the line between the two reference points. Hence, more than two reference
points are normally needed to improve the location accuracy.
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2.2.2 RSS based techniques
The first RSS-based indoor geolocation system is the RADAR [14]. In RSS-based in-
door geolocation, the distance between the RP and MT can be calculated using the mea-
sured power and a distance-power relationship. In wideband measurements, the effects
of multipath fading are averaged over the spectrum of the signal. For narrowband sys-
tems, where we have only one arriving pulse with fluctuating amplitude according to the
multipath fading characteristics, we need to average the signal over a longer period to
make sure that the multipath fading is averaged out [68]. There are plenty of statistical
models for relating RSS to the distance, which are developed mainly for telecommuni-
cation applications. The common principle behind all statistical models for calculating
the RSS in a distance d is given by [68]:
RSSd = 10log10Pr = 10log10Pt − 10αlog10d+X (2.1)
where Pt is the transmitted power, d is the distance between the transmitter and the
receiver, and α is the distance-power gradient of the environment. The random variable
X . The path loss model in indoor environment is highly site-specific. For example, the
value of power-distance gradient, which is a parameter of path loss model, varies in a
wide range between 15-20dB/decade and a value as high as 70dB/decade. Moreover,
the shadow fading [35] will decrease the stability of RSS value further. As a result,
the distance calculated from RSS is not very reliable. An alternative solution is the ray-
tracing algorithms which can provide much more reliable RSS by using the layout of
the building [68]. However, the drawback of ray-tracing algorithms is the computational
complexity and the labor cost of getting the fine grained building floor plan as well as
information of construction material.
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2.2.3 TOA based techniques
The TOA-based system measure distance based on an estimate of signal propagation
delay between a transmitter and a receiver since in free space or air, radio signals travel
at the constant speed of light [44]. The TOA can be measured by either measuring the
phase of received narrowband carrier signal or directly measuring the arrival time of
a wideband narrow pulse [66]. The important parameters for TOA-based localization
system are the TOA of the direct line of sight (DLOS) path [93] since it is the direct
representation of the physical distance between the transmitter and receiver [48], [47].
An example of the indoor multipath and the geolocation specific parameters is shown in
Fig 2.3. In narrowband ranging technique [81], the phase of a received carrier signal, φ,
Figure 2.3: Multipath profile and important paths for geolocation
and the TOA of the signal, τ , are related by τ = φ/ωc, where ωc is the carrier frequency
in radian. In outdoor scenario applications such as GPS, the DLOS path always exists,
accurate measurement of the carrier phase is possible. But in indoor environments,
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the severe multipath environment causes huge measurement errors even larger than the
actual distance between the transmitter and receiver. Therefore, the conclusion is that
the phase-based distance measurement using narrowband carrier signal is not a suitable
solution for indoor geolocation.
Figure 2.4: Phasor diagram for narrowband signaling on a multipath channel
Another widely used technique is the wideband signal approach where the direct
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) [89] method is the most commonly used form, as
this technique performs better than competing systems at suppressing interference [58]
[83]. In such a system a known pseudo-noise (PN) signal, which is modulated using a
modulation technique (such as BPSK, QPSK, etc), is multiplied by the carrier signal,
which is thus replaced by a wide bandwidth signal with a spectrum equivalent to that of
the noise signal.
Usually, in order to measure the time of arrival of the signal, a sliding correlator or
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a matched filter is used at the receiver which cross-correlates the received signal with a
stored reference PN sequence. The arrival time of the first correlation peak is used as
the time measurement.
Due to the scarcity of the available bandwidth in practice, DSSS ranging systems
may not be able to provide adequate accuracy. On the other hand, it is always desirable to
achieve higher ranging accuracy using the same bandwidth. Inspired by high resolution
spectrum estimation techniques, a number of researchers have studied super-resolution
techniques for time-domain analysis such as [96].
Finally, the most recent accurate and promising technique is the UWB approach [53].
As the bandwidth of UWB systems is usually several GHz, the ranging accuracy is of
the order of centimeter. This fact can be justified from equation:
d =
c
BW
(2.2)
where d denotes the absolute resolution, and BW is the bandwidth of the signal. The
large bandwidth of UWB systems means that they are able to resolve multiple paths
and combat multipath fading and interference. However, such systems have a limited
range and building penetration, due to the high attenuation associated with the high-
frequency content of the signal. From our measurement experience, the coverage range
of UWB signal for obstructed line of sight (0LOS) scenario is only about 16 meter.
The actual deployment of the UWB systems in the US is subject to the FCC approval.
The main concern of the FCC authorities is the interference of the UWB devices to,
among other licensed services such as GPS systems operating at 1.5GHz frequency
band. A significant amount of research work is under way to assess the effect of the
UWB interference on the GPS receivers.
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2.3 Cooperative Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks
The network localization generally consists of two phases, namely the measurement
phase and the location estimation phase [94] [11]. In the previous section, we have
introduced the techniques used in the measurement phase. It is important to mention
here the location accuracy also heavily depends on the relative geometry of the unknown
node (capsule here) to the reference nodes. The major difference between traditional
localization and wireless sensor network localization is the cooperative localization.
In a noncooperative localization approach, there is no communication between the
unknown nodes (capsules), only between the unknown node and the reference nodes.
Every unknown node need to communicate with multiple reference nodes, requiring
either a high number of reference nodes or long -range reference nodes transmissions as
shown in Figure 2.5.
In cooperative localization, we still allow the unknown nodes to make measure-
ments with the reference nodes, but in cooperative localization, we additionally allow
unknown nodes to make measurements with each other unknown nodes as shown in
Figure 2.6. Inter-node communication removes the need for all unknown nodes to be
within communication range of multiple reference nodes. Thus, high reference nodes
density or long-range reference node transmissions are no longer required. The extra
information gained from these measurements between the pairs of unknown nodes can
offer an increased accuracy and coverage for the overall system.
The formulation of the ”cooperative localization problem” is give in [70]. Consider
a sensor network S consisting of a set of m > 0 nodes labeled 1 through m that rep-
resent the reference nodes together with n − m > 0 additional nodes labeled m + 1
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Figure 2.5: Noncooperative localization
through n that represent the unknown nodes. Let µi,j between certain pairs of nodes
si, sj be given, and suppose that the coordinates pi of the reference nodes si are known.
The cooperative localization problem is finding the coordinates of the unknown nodes
such that the assignment of the coordinates of unknown nodes is consistent with the
measurements µi,j and is consistent with the reference coordinates.
In general, there are two main approaches to achieve the cooperative localization.
The first is centralized and the second is distributed.
In centralized cooperative localization [50], the central processor collects measure-
ments before calculation. The positions of all nodes are determined by a central proces-
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sor. This processor collects measurements from the reference points as well as unknown
nodes and computes the positions of all unknown nodes.Centralized systems are usually
not scalable and thus impractical for large networks. Then main advantage of centralized
system is that they tend to provide more accurate location estimates than those provided
by distributed systems. In the literature, there exist three main approaches for design-
ing centralized distance-based localization systems: multidimensional scaling (MDS),
linear programming, and stochastic optimization approaches. It is relevant to note for
MDS that it is a centralized system in its raw form, though recent study has attempted
to break away from this restriction [79].
In distributed cooperative localization system, there is no central controller, and ev-
ery node infers its own position based only on locally collected information. Distributed
systems are scalable and thus attractive for large localization networks. Distributed al-
gorithms for cooperative localization generally fall into one of two categories, namely,
”network multilateration” and ”successive refinement” [70].
2.4 Summary of existing localization techniques for VCE
Various technologies for localization of the capsule have been explored in feasibility
studies. The original idea is to use a spatially scanning system to locate the points with
the strongest RSS. The system is non-commercial and cumbersome. Frisch et al [30]
developed a RF triangulation system using an external sensor array that measures signal
strength of capsule transmissions at multiple points and uses this information to esti-
mate the distance. The average experimental error is reported to be 37.7mm [27]. Kuth
et al. [72]proposed a method for determinning the position of and orientation of the
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Figure 2.6: Cooperative localization
capsule by means of X-ray radiation image processing. In this case, the capsule can be
seen unambiguously since it has a multiplicity of radiation-opaque elements which are
usually metallic or plastic and show a very clear image. Thus, it is possible to operate
with an extremely low radiation dose in order to reduce the health risks on the patients.
Makoto et al. [49]disclosed a method for finding the location of medical implant devices
by using the time of arrival (TOA) based pattern recognition method. First, the prop-
agation speed of signal inside human body is estimate by processing the images from
CT or MRI system. Then, an adaptive template synthesis method is applied to calculate
the prapagation time based on the output of the correlator between the transmitter and
the receiver. Other techniques developed for capsule localization include magnetic field
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sensing [42], [43]. A small permanet magnet is enclosed into the capsule. With the
sensing data of magnetic sensor array outside the patient’s body, the 3D location and 2D
orientation of the capsule are estimed. Inertial system has also been used for capsule
localization [32]. In this work, a 3×3mm digital triaxial accelerometer, which operates
at 20Hz, was integrated within the capsule and data was transmitted over Zigbee tech-
nology to an external computer. Since the acceleration is directly measured, velocity can
be obtained more accurately than position because it requires only a single integration.
Since identifying the physical location of each capture of capsule photo is important in
both diagnostic and therapeutic applications of WCEs.
Among these technologies, RF signal based localization systems have the advantage
of application-non-specific and relatively low cost for implementation. Therefore, it
has been chosen for use with the Smartpill capsule [86] [38] in USA and the M2A
capsule [37] in Israel. Generally, the RF localization technique is based on TOA, angle
of arrival (AOA) or received signal strength (RSS) measurements. A widely known
benefit of TOA based techniques is their high accuracy compared to RSS and AOA
based techniques. However, the strong absorption of human tissue causes large errors
in TOA estimation and the limited bandwidth (402-405MHz) of the Medical Implant
Communication Services (MICS) band prevent us from high resolution TOA estimation.
The problem is made even worse by the GI movement, and the filling and emptying
cycle, resulting in unpredictable ranging error [90]. Thus, the ranging information from
TOA estimation is not promising with the current technology.
The RSS based techniques are less sensitive to bandwidth limitation and harsh prop-
agation environment.There are basically two ways to use the the RSS information for
localization, triangulation and pattern recognition. In this paper, we only address the
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issues related to RSS triangulation techniques. RSS Triangulation technique is based on
the path loss model from implant tissues to body surface. The model is used to calculate
the distance between each external sensor and the capsule, then at least 4 link distances
are used to calculate the location of the capsule in 3D space.
2.5 Challenges for RF localization in VCE
The most challenge problem in capsule localization comes from the complexity of the
environment where the capsule travels through. Since the GI tract is a long tubular
structure that folds upon itself many times and is free to move within the abdominal
cavity [45], it is very difficult to accurately localize the capsule. Meanwile, due to the
activities of patient and body passive motions such as repiration, the absolute location of
sensors on the surface of the body and their relative positions to the capsule inside body
keep varing, making the definition of localization different from traditional scenarios [3]
[60]. Currently, most of the researchers have focused on developing the algorithms and
mathematical models for solving the triangulation problem [27], [13]. In this paper, we
take a different approach. Based on the statistical implant path loss model developed
in [76], we focus on the accuracy possible for capsules in the GI tract using RSS based
triangulation technique, Yi etc have developed the localization bound calculation for
single pill situation in [91]. The CRB presented in this paper quantify the limits of lo-
calization accuracy with certain reference-points topology, implant path loss model and
number of pills in cooperation. Our aim is to analyze the accuracy achievable at various
organs and determine if the accuracies are enough for endoscopy applications. Similar
works have been done for indoor geolocation applications [10] and robot localization
applications [16].
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2.6 Measurement Campaign for Channel Characterization
In this section, the ultra-wide-band (UWB) measurement [74]campaign around the hu-
man body and a phantom as well as the measurements inside a phantom will be pre-
sented. By analyzing certain channel parameters such as, TOA, DME, RSS and total
path-loss, we discuss the influencing factors when the signal traveling around the hu-
man body. We also analyze the influence of the human body on TOA ranging accuracy.
2.6.1 Measurement Campaign for Time of arrival (TOA) based Lo-
calization on Body Surface
Measurement setup: On body surface measurement campaign is performed at 3 8GHz
for investigating the possibility of using time of arrival (TOA) based ranging technique
for localization purpose in and around body. The core of the measurement system is
the 40 GHz Agilent technologies E8363B network analyzer purchased in 2004 by NSF
founding [23]. The antennas we used for measurements are small patch antennas bought
from Skycross Corporation (1) (SMT-3TO10M) [39], shown as below:
The parameters we used for measurements are listed below: Transmit power: 0dBm
(1mW)
Number of frequency points: 1601
IF bandwidth: 3 kHz
For the analysis of human body on TOA estimation, we evaluated 8 different antenna
distances in a typical office environment. First, we measured the TOA when theres
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Figure 2.7: SMT-3TO10M antenna element
nothing in between the antenna pair to study the bias and noise level in our measurement
system. Then we did measurements with body tissue in between the antenna pair. When
processing the measured data, we first removed the bias of the system from the first step.
Then we used line fitting to find out the average relative permittivity of human body in
order to calculate the propagation speed of signal traveling through human body. The
theory behind this method is that: the propagation velocity of a homogeneous tissue is
given by :
v(ω) =
c
r(ω)
(2.3)
where cis the velocity of light in the free space and r(ω)is the relative permittivity of a
human tissue, ω is the frequency of signal, so propagation speed is frequency dependent.
After that, we use this signal speed value and measured TOA to calculate the estimated
distance and compare the results with the true distance value to get the distance mea-
surement error (DME) for TOA technique. The measurement scenarios and parameters
are illustrated in figure 2.8 and table 2.9.
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Figure 2.8: On body surface measurement scenarios
Figure 2.9: measurement parameters
the results from the measurement campaign are shown in
the calculated average permittivity of human body tissue is very close to water, The
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Figure 2.10: System bias and noise(without body in between)
Figure 2.11: Linear fitting to get the average permitivity of human body tissue
average absolute value of DME is 7.81cm by TOA ranging, and the standard deviation
of DME is 10.11cm.
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Figure 2.12: TOA measurement error versus distance
2.6.2 Implant Phantom Measurement Campaign for Time of Ar-
rival based Localization
implant measurement campaign is performed at 2 2.4GHz for investigating the influ-
ence of body tissue and antenna polarization on the accuracy of time of arrival (TOA)
based ranging technique for localization purpose inside body. The core of the mea-
surement system is the 40GHz Agilent technologies E8363B vector network analyzer
(VNA) purchased in 2004 by NSF founding. The antenna we used for measurements
are small mono-pole antennas designed by center for wireless information network study
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(CWINS). The parameters we used for measurements are listed below: Transmit power:
0dBm (1mW)
Frequency range: 2 2.4GHz
Number of frequency points: 801
IF bandwidth: 3 kHz
Since the dielectric property of human body tissue is close to water, we used a human
body phantom filled with purified water as the measurement object in the first phase
of the measurement campaign. We conducted measurements in two controlled envi-
ronments. An anechoic chamber which prevents ray reflections and a typical office
environment. We studied the effects of human body tissue and antenna polarization on
the accuracy of TOA estimation. The measurement setup is illustrated in 2.13 Since the
interaction between antenna and liquid might cause short-circuit and error to the mea-
sured results, we used shiled around the antenna when it was dropped into the liquid.
Results are presented in figure 2.14, ??, ??, ??, ??. From the measured results, we
can see that human tissueliquidwill casue large amount of delay in the TOA estimation,
reduction in the first path power and total received power. Antenna polarization will also
influence the accuracy of TOA estimation. Same polarization of transmitter antenna and
receiver antenna can provide better TOA estimation accuracy.
2.6.3 Measurement Campaign for the Creeping Wave
The measurement setup is configured for conducting the measurements around the hu-
man body and a phantom [88], [12]to develop UWB channel model for various multi-
path components (MPCs) such as the TOA, RSS and total path-loss.
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Figure 2.13: Measurement setup
All the measurements were conducted in an RF anechoic chamber, a shielded room
having dimension 2.32m×2.41m×2.29m. The interior structure of the chamber greatly
attenuates any MPCs reflected from the walls, and also isolates the experimental setup
from RF signals existing outside the chamber.
An E8363B Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) is employed to sweep the frequency
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Figure 2.14: TOA,first path gain and total power results
from 3-10GHz. The measurement parameters are listed in Table 2.1
We measured the transfer function S21 and the measurement results are stored in
a PC which is wirelessly communicated with the VNA. After obtaining the frequency
domain data, we first apply a hamming window on the frequency domain data to reduce
the infect of side lobes and then use the inverse-chirp Z transform to convert the fre-
quency data to the time domain impulse response. After that, we apply a peak detection
algorithm to extract the MPC from the time domain impulse response and analyze the
parameters in time domain.
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Figure 2.15: free space experiment (antenna opposite direction, 2.0GHz 2.4GHz)
Two antenna pairs are used during the measurement campaign. The transmitter an-
tenna is fixed on the front surface of the human subject or a phantom, as point shown in
figure. The distance between the human body and the antenna is about 10mm, which is
caused by the clothes in between. For comparison purpose, we also insert cloths between
the phantom and the antenna to make the distance in between 10mm. The antennas used
here are model SMT-3TO10M-A UWB patch antennas from SkyCross corporation. The
operating frequency range of these antennas is between 3.1 and 10.0GHz. The antennas
and the VNA are connected by shielded coaxial cables. To eliminate the power loss
from the connection part of the coaxial cables, we use the tin foil as a better shielding to
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Figure 2.16: free space experiment (antenna same direction 2.0GHz 2.4GHz)
cover the cables and the connection part between the antenna and the VNA.
Figure shows the measurement setup around the phantom. The phantom we used
in the measurement is from the Phantom Laboratories. The surface of the phantom is
made of cellulose acetate butyrate. During the measurement, the phantom is filled with
water in order to simulate the simplified environment of human body because the main
component of human tissue is water and the electrical characteristics of human tissue is
close to water. We conducted 20 measurements at each receiver location at each height
to study the statistics of MPC parameters. The total length from the shoulder to the waist
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Figure 2.17: chamber experiment(antenna opposite direction, 2.0GHz 2.4GHz)
of this phantom is 45cm, hence we did the measurements every 15cm which are shown
in the Figure as Height A, Height B and Height C. The distance between every two
adjacent points is the same. We also did the similar measurements around the human
body, shown in Figure. During these human body measurements, the person is in a
standing position in the chamber and tries to keep stationary during the process of data
collection.
For the RF localization applications around the human body, we develop angle based
channel models for TOA and the gain of the first path for TOA ranging, and total path-
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Figure 2.18: Chamber experiment(antenna same direction, 2.0GHz 2.4GHz)
loss for RSS based localization.
Generally speaking, there are three kinds of paths for RF signals traveling from the
transmitter antenna to the receiver antenna in the BAN scenario. The direct path (DP),
through which the signal traveling through the water in the phantom or the human tissue
in real body to reach the receiver antenna. This kind of path is not the dominant path in
BAN scenario because of the huge amount of gain reduction through water or the body
tissue. These paths tend to be neglected in practice because they are too weak to be dif-
ferentiated from the background noise [28]. The frequency range in this measurement
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.19: Measurement environment (a) Measurement around the phantom (b) Mea-
surement around the human body (c) Location of measurement points at every height
campaign is 3-10GHz in which the diffracted paths are much stronger. SO we are inter-
ested in the second kind of path diffracted around the human body or a phantom which
is also called the ’creeping wave’. We will focus our discussion on these paths due to
their rich existences in the BAN scenario. The third kind of paths are the reflected paths
from the environment which can also be neglected because we did all the measurements
in the anechoic chamber and the reflected paths are absorbed by the UWB absorbers
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VNA setup parameters Value
Frequency band 3-10GHz
Number of points 1601
Transmission power 0dBm
Table 2.1: Measurement parameters
installed in the chamber.
TOA is an import ranging metric for BAN localization [6] because its high resolu-
tion provided by the high bandwidth of UWB. In the case the human body is blocked
in between of the transmitter and the receiver, the TOA of the first peak of the creeping
wave can be directly converted to the distance information as the input to the localization
estimation algorithms.
Firstly, we measure the TOA in free space as a reference distance between the two
antennas to find out the system bias. Measurement in the chamber if close to the results
in free space. In this case, the only peak which can be found is the peak of the direct
path. In our case, the actual distance between the transmitter and the receiver is 23.5cm.
By analyzing the result, we can find the measured distance by the VNA is 31cm. In this
way, the system bias ∆t is 0.25ns.
During this part of the measurements, the phantom is filled with water, which can
be treated as homogeneous tissue. Because of the differences in the distance from point
0 to the same point in different height, we decide to use angle instead of distance as the
reference. Table shows the angle from the transmitter antenna to receiver antenna. We
have three groups of data obtained in different heights at the same angle, so we calculate
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P0 to P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
Angle(degree) 180 132 90 48 312 270 228
Table 2.2: Angle from P0 to Pn
the arithmetic square root of the times of arrival of the first peak of the creeping waves.
In this way, we can compare the measured TOA with the expected TOA using the angle
based model.
The expected TOA of the first peak can be treated as transmissions time around the
surface of human body or a phantom which can be calculated using the distance-based
model. In, Don means the distance from transmitter antenna to the receiver antenna, c
means the transmission speed of signal via air and ∆t means the system bias, which has
been measured in free space. In our measurement, we calculate the expected TOA of
the first peak using the angle based model, as shown in 2.4.
Expected(TOA) =
Don
c
+ ∆t =

1
2
× θ×pi
180
+ ∆t; 0 < θ < 180
−1
2
× (θ−360)×pi
180
+ ∆t; 0 < θ < 180
(2.4)
In Figure 2.20 , the measured TOA and the expected TOA are shown from which
we notice that the measured TOA and the expected TOA are very close. The first peak
of the creeping waves in different points in various height is always the strongest peak
in our measurements.
Figure ?? ??shows the TOA of the first peak around human body. The main path
we are interested in is the creeping waves, which may be influenced by the environment
of the surface. The expected TOA of each angle is also used the angle based model.
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Figure 2.20: Measured TOA and expected TOA around a phantom
From the measurement results, we find that the TOA error of the human body is larger
than that of the phantom which is also in accordance with our experience.
Since the DME is a very important parameter in the TOA based localization tech-
niques, we calculate and plot the DME to figure out its distribution around the human
body and the phantom. The definition of DME is in [67]
ε = dˆ− d (2.5)
in 2.5, dˆ means the measured distance between the transmitter antenna and the
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Figure 2.21: Path-loss of the first peak around the phantom
receiver antenna, and d means the expected distance between the transmitter antenna
and the receiver antenna. The best achievable accuracy of a distance estimate dˆ from
TOA satisfies the following inequality √
V ar(dˆ) ≥ c
2
√
2pi
√
SNRβ
β = [
∫∞
−∞ f
2|s(f)|2df/ ∫∞−∞ |s(f)|2df ]1/2 (2.6)
in 2.6,c is the speed of light, SNR is the signal to noise ratio for the used signal and β
is the effective signal bandwidth. Since the receiver power of the first peak of the creep-
ing wave is between −45dBm and −90dBm and the noise floor is around -120dBm,
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Figure 2.22: Path-loss of the first peak around the human body
therefore the SNR value here between 75dB to 30dB and the effective bandwidth β
equals to 7GHz. Based on 2.6, the standard deviation of the distance estimation is less
than 0.11cm, which is much smaller than the minimum measured standard deviation,
2.32cm.
From Table 2.3, we see that the mean of DME around the phantom is close to 0
and the distribution of the DME around the phantom follows the Gaussian distribution
which is shown in Figure 2.25. The mean of DME around the human body is 12.06cm
which can be treated as the bias. After eliminating this bias, the CDF of DME around the
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Figure 2.23: Measured TOA and expected TOA around the human body
human body also follows the Gaussian distribution. The measurement results suggest
that the creeping wave is a very useful metric for RF localization in BAN.
RSS of the first peak is an important metric in RF localization. However, only using
RSS of the first peak to estimate the location might cause significant error in the esti-
mation results.However, if the first peak can be captured accurately, we can estimate the
location of the transmitter antenna with the help of TOA.
In our measurement, the selected points around the human body and a phantom are
symmetrical. In this way, we only use one side of the data when analyzing the RSS.
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Figure 2.24: DME around human body and a phantom
Figure 2.25: (a) CDF of Gaussian and CDF of DME around a phantom; (b)CDF of
Gaussian and CDF of DME around the human body
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DME
Mean Std.
Phantom 0.34 3.44
Human body 12.06 4.46
Table 2.3: Mean and standard deviation of DME around a phantom and human body
Phantom Human
PdB(θ0) 41.25dB 48dB
γ1 16dB/rad 18dB/rad
θ0 0.2415rad 0.2415rad
Table 2.4: Parameters of angle based channel model for the first peak path-loss
Based on the measurement results, we build an angle based channel model for the path-
loss of the first peak as follows:
Pf−dB(θ) = PdB(θ0)− γ1(θ − θ0) (2.7)
Figure and Figure show the measured path-loss and angle based channel model we
built of the first peak path loss around a phantom and the human body.
PdB = P0 + 10nlog(d) (2.8)
Based on our measured results, we calculate the path loss gradient n based on 2.8.
After fitting the measurement results, we get the path-loss gradient n of the first-peak
around a phantom and human body equal to 5.8 and 7.27. The path-loss gradient n of
total path-loss around a phantom and human body equal to 4.47 and 6. The first path-
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Path loss gradient n
Phantom Human body
First-peak 5.8 7.27
Total path-loss 4.47 6
Table 2.5: Path-loss gradient n in different situations
Phantom Human
PdB(θ0) 36.25dB 44.25dB
γ1 13dB/rad 16dB/rad
θ0 0.3115rad 0.3115rad
Table 2.6: Parameters of angle based channel model for the total path-loss
loss gradient is larger than that of the total path-loss. The result is reasonable. All these
results about the path-loss gradient are listed in Table 2.5
Channel models for wireless communications around the human body at the radio
frequency of 400MHz, 900MHz and 2.4GHz have been built in [73], [61], [20],
however, there is no angle based channel model for UWB band. According to our
measurement results, we build an angle based channel model for RF localization around
human body in UWB as in 2.9. The parameters for this model are shown in Table 2.6
Figure shows the measured total path-loss, the distance based total path-loss around
a phantom and the human body.
PdB(θ) = PdB(θ)− γ1(θ − θ0) (2.9)
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Figure 2.26: Measured total path-loss, distance based and angle based total path-loss
around a phantom and human body
Chapter 3
RSS Path Loss Model for Received Signal
Strength(RSS) based VCE Localization
To calculate the CRLB, we define a performance evaluation scenario and models for
the behavior of the localization metrics [7], the RSS and TOA, for RF signaling in be-
tween the GI tract and the body-mounted sensors used for localization. In this section
we introduce a general scenario for comparative performance evaluation of RSS- and
TOA-based localization for capsule endoscopy application. The scenario is designed
to reflect the performance in different organs, the path of movement of the VCE inside
the small intestine, and the number and pattern of installation of body mounted sen-
sors on the torso. Since the received signal on the body-mounted sensors is distorted
with the multipath receptions caused by the refraction at the boundary of organs and
tissues inside the human body [92], models for behavior of the RSS and TOA are fairly
complicated. These models are then introduced in the rest of the section.
3.1 Performance evaluation scenario
The major organs in the GI tract are the esophagus, stomach, small intestine, and large
intestine shown in Figure 3.2(a).
Figure 3.2(a) shows the relative location and shape of the three major organs in the
GI tract, stomach, small intestine, and colon or large intestine. In order to emulate a
scenario for comparative performance evaluation of RSS- and TOA-based localization
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Anatomy of GI tract (a) A schematic of the GI tract. (b) The digitized major
organs in the GI tract
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systems we first analyses the effects of the shape of the organs by comparing the local-
ization performance in the three major organs. Then, we focus on the analysis of the
performance as the VCE moves along the small intestine. To create the environment,
we use a three-dimensional (3D) human model from the full-wave electromagnetic field
simulation system (Ansoft [2]). This 3D human body model has a spatial resolution of
2 millimeters and includes frequency dependent dielectric properties of more than 300
parts in a male human body. Figure 3.2(b). shows the digitized picture of the three major
organs in this human body model. For comparative performance evaluation in different
organs, we calculate the CRLB for each grid point of an organ and we compare the CDF
or these errors for different topologies of the body mounted sensors. Since small intes-
tine is a long curled organ, the VCE takes a path to go through this organ. Given the 3D
CAD model of the small intestine, we found the path of the movement of the capsule
and imported this path into the software simulation tool for RF propagation modeling.
Given a 3D model of the intestinal tract, shown in Fig.3.2(b) ,
we applied 3D image processing [77] techniques to trace the path of movements
inside the intestine. In the case of the large intestine, since it already has a very clear
pattern, which looks like a big hook, applied 3D skeletonization technique [?] to ex-
tract the path. Since the shape of the small intestine is much more complicated, the same
technique does not work well. In this case, we developed an element sliding technique
[?] to trace the path. The basic idea behind this technique is to define an element shape
with its radius automatically adjustable to the radius of the small intestine. As the ele-
ment shape goes along the small intestine, the center of the element shape is recorded to
define a clear path movement inside the small intestine. The result of the path extracted
for large and small intestines from the 3D model is shown in Figure.??. For comparative
performance evaluation, we determine the CRLB along the path of capsule in the small
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: (a)3D model for large and small intestine (b)3D path model for large and
small intestine
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intestine for different topologies of body-mounted sensors.
To define the topologies of the body-mounted receiver sensors, similar to [30], we
assume the receiver arrays are placed on a jacket worn by the patient during the exam-
ination. We calculated the CRLB for 8, 16, 32 and 64 body-mounted receiver sensors
spread over a rectangular area with a three dimensional range of 268 × 323 × 312 mil-
limeters. Sensor receivers are mounted in grids in equal number in front and on the
back of the jacket. An example of a typical network topology for 32 receiver sensors is
illustrated in Figure 3.3. Using the path loss models as well as the path of movement
inside the small intestine for the RSS and the ranging error model for TOA estimations,
we determine the CRLB for each of the three major organs as well as path of movement
inside the small intestine for different body mounted sensor topologies.
Figure 3.3: A typical 3D pattern of body mounted sensors used as reference points of
the performance evaluation scenario for localization of the VCE .
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3.2 Path loss model for the channels between the VCE and the body
mounted sensors
Calculation of the CRLB for performance evaluation of the RSS-based localization need
a path-loss model for the RF propagation from the inside of the GI tract, where the VCE
travels, to the body mounted sensors used as reference points for localization. The
path-loss model we used for the performance evaluation of RSS-based VCE localiza-
tion inside the human body is the one reported in [76]. The model was developed by
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) at 402 − 405MHz MICS band
using a fully digitized human body with detailed organs and tissues and a 3D full-wave
electromagnetic field simulator [76].
This model relates the Lp(d), the path loss in dB between the VCE and the body-
mounted sensors at distance d by the following equation:
Lp(d) = Lp(d0) + 10α log10(d/d0) + S (3.1)
where d0 is the reference distance set at 50mm, Lp(d0)is the path loss at the reference
distance, α is the path loss gradient and S is a zero mean log-normally distributed ran-
dom variable representing the shadow fading effect caused by different human tissues.
The model is developed for the near-surface implants applications with distances
less than 10 cm inside the human body from the surface skin as well as deep-tissue
implants applications with distances more than 10 cm.
The parameters associated with the two scenarios for the implant to body surface
path loss model are summarized in table 3.1. In this table, σdB is the standard deviation
of shadow fading S. In our simulations, 10 cm distance between the VCE and body
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mounted receiver sensors is used as the threshold for choosing between the two models.
Table 3.1: Parameters for the statistical implant to body surface path loss model.
Implant to Body Surface Lp(d0)(dB) α σdB
Deep Tissue 47.14 4.26 7.85
Near Surface 49.81 4.22 6.81
Chapter 4
Time of Arrival (TOA) Ranging Error Model
for TOA based VCE Localization
Traditional localization systems such as GPS [15]use the more accurate TOA local-
ization approach. To determine the distance between a terminal and a reference point,
the TOA of signal is measured to determine the flight time of the radio wave [5] [9].
The distance is calculated by multiplying the time of flight of the signal with the speed
of radio propagation in the medium, which is the same as the speed of light for those
applications [51].
In traditional indoor scenario TOA based localization, the biggest challenge is the
appearance of the so called “undetected direct path problem” [41] [1], for TOA based
localization of the VCE, the most challenging problem comes from the complexity of the
environment where the capsule travels through. Various organs and tissues with different
permittivity make it difficult to predict the propagation speed of RF signal traveling
through the human body. Since we do not know the speed of the propagation inside the
human body, to calculate the distance, we may use the average speed of propagation
in different organs [49]. This approach causes ranging error caused by deviations of
the actual speed of propagation in different organs from the average speed. This error
is much higher than the traditional TOA-based ranging error caused by the bandwidth
and power limitations [8],and it dominates the TOA-based localization error [80], [59].
Therefore, we need a TOA ranging error model to account for this error source in TOA
ranging process.
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4.1 TOA ranging error models for channels between the VCE and
the body mounted sensors
n this part, we will summarize our work in modeling of the TOA ranging error caused by
lack of information of the real propagation velocity inside the human body. The current
TOA ranging method calculates the distance by multiplying the TOA with the velocity
derived from the average permittivity of the human body [49]. This approach results
a ranging error caused by inhomogeneity of body as a medium for radio propagation.
We propose a 3D simulation platform to address this issue in details. In RF localization
literature [4, 65], the ranging error is defined as:
DME = d− dˆ (4.1)
where d is the actual distance and dˆ is the estimated distance. Considering the total
distance traveled through the body is added by the distance in each organ or tissue, the
total distance can be expressed as
dtotal = d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dn (4.2)
where d1 to dn are the distances traveled in each organ or tissue. In reality, we use the
average permittivity of human body to estimate the average propagation velocity inside
human body, which is
v¯ =
c√
¯r
. (4.3)
Therefore, the estimated distance is expressed as
dˆ = τˆ v¯ = (τˆ1 + τˆ2 + · · ·+ τˆn) c√¯r
=
∑n
i=1
di
vi
c
¯
= ( d1
c/
√
1
+ d2
c/
√
2
+ ...+ dn
c/
√
n
) c
¯
.
(4.4)
The difference between dtotal and dˆ is the ranging error caused by human tissue inho-
mogeneity that we refer to as DME in equation (3.1) [22]. This error between the actual
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distance and the distance measured by TOA and average velocity of the propagation
is caused by using a single velocity rather than multiple velocities. To determine the
statistics of this error, we simulated the effect of inhomogeneous tissues on TOA rang-
ing in a 3D torso environment, shown in Figure 4.1. We have selected approximately
five hundred pairs of random locations on the human body torso and for each pair, we
have calculated the DME using equation (4.1). The human organs’ relative permittivitys
are a function of the operating frequency, we studied the TOA ranging error at MICs
band for the center frequency of 405MHz, which is the reserved band for implant and in
body applications.
4.2 Human tissue/organ non-homogeneity
The average permittivity is calculated by weighting the permittivity of each organ ac-
cording to their volume, the average permittivity is 46.35 in the torso environment. The
permittivity and volume of different organs used for this simulation is shown in table 4.1
[62].
Table 4.1: Organ Parameters used for Simulation[r, v(cm3)].
Intestine (50.7,3936.3) Stomach (67.8,357) Gallbladder (52.3,12.4)
Lung(23.77,4320) Heart(65.97,625.4) Kidney(68,325.1)
Spleen(63.1,160.2) Liver(51.15,1357) Muscle(47.8,32403.4)
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(a) Stomach
(b) Small Intestine (c) Large Intestine
Figure 4.1: Simulation scenario for the DME in TOA ranging. The transmitter and
receiver pairs are randomly distributed on the surface of body torso. The path length
through each organ are marked as different colors in order to calculate the DME caused
by tissue inhomogeity.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation scenario for the DME in TOA ranging.
4.3 Conclusions
Figure 4.3 presents the results of simulation and the best fit Gaussian distribution to the
results. The mean value of DME is -3.92 mm, while the standard deviation of DME
σT is 24.3 mm. The mean value of DME is a negative value because the largest organ
in the torso cavity is the lungs, which have a much smaller permittivity value than the
average permittivity of human tissues. Hence, the signal propagates faster in the lungs
than the average speed of signal propagation inside human body. When we use the
average propagation to calculate the estimated distance, the value is smaller than the
real distance, because we underestimated the distance signal went through the lungs.
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Figure 4.3: CDF of DME caused by human tissue inhomogeneity.
Chapter 5
Cramer-Rau Lower Bound (CRLB) for VCE
Cooperative Localization
In this chapter, based on the performance evaluation scenario, path loss and TOA rang-
ing error models in section 3,4. We derive a universal 3D CRLB for cooperative local-
ization of the VCE inside the GI tract. We begin by developing performance bounds
for RSS-and TOA-based localization for one capsule traveling inside the GI tract the
for different patterns of body-mounted array of sensors. We then extend our analysis to
cooperative localization using multiple capsules. In the cooperative localization [95],
a patient takes more than one capsule in different times and localization is based on
the measured RSS and TOA among the capsules as well as the pattern of body-mounted
sensors. We determine the CRLB accuracy of localization for different scenarios involv-
ing different numbers of capsules and body-mounted sensor arrays in the major organs
in the human GI tract.The performance of RSS-based localization depends on variations
of the transmitted power [33]and that power is affected by the variations in the behavior
of the batteries. In the latter part of this section, we provide a performance evaluation
methodology for analysis of the effects of these variation on the performance of the
RSS-based localization techniques.
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5.1 CRLB for single VCE localization
Consider the VCE whose location is being estimated is indexed 1, and m body mounted
receiver sensors denoted with indexes 2...m + 1. Each receiver sensor i is capable
of measuring the TOA ti or RSS ri from the VCE. The observation vector is X =
[t2, ...tm+1] for the TOA case or X = [r2, ...rm+1] for the RSS case. Assume he lo-
cation coordinate of the VCE is θ1 = [x1, y1, z1], then our objective here is to esti-
mate the location of the VCE θˆ1. The ti observations are modeled as normal random
variables fti/θ1,θi ∼ N(di,1/v¯, σ2T ), where di,1 is the distance between the VCE and re-
ceiver sensor i. v¯ is the average propagation speed of RF signal inside the human GI
tract, and σT is the parameter describing the TOA ranging error caused by human tis-
sue non-homogeneity. The ri measurements are log-normally distributed fridB/θ1,θi ∼
N(Pr(dB), σ
2
sh), with Pr(dB) = P0(dB) − 10α log 10(d1,i). P0(dB) is the RSS at the
reference distance (i.e. 50mm) from the VCE. α is the path loss gradient and σsh is the
variance of the log normal shadowing.
The CRLB of θˆ1 is cov(θˆ1) ≥ I(θ1)−1 where I(θ1) is the Fisher information matrix
(FIM)
Iθ1 = −E∇θ1(∇θ1 ln l(X|θ1, θ))
=

Ixx Ixy Ixz
Ixy Iyy Iyz
Ixz Iyz Izz
 (3D situation)
(5.1)
where l(X|θ1, θ) is the logarithm of the joint conditional probability density func-
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tion:
l(X|θ1, θ) =
∑m+1
i=2 log fti|θ1,θi(for TOA)
l(X|θ1, θ) =
∑m+1
i=2 log fri|θ1,θi(for RSS)
(5.2)
and
Ixx = −
∑m+1
i=2 E[
∂2 log fti|θ1,θi
∂2x21
](for TOA)
Ixx = −
∑m+1
i=2 E[
∂2 log fri|θ1,θi
∂2x21
](for RSS)
(5.3)
Similar definitions can be extend to Iyy, Izz, Ixy, Ixz and Iyz. The CRLB on the
variance of the TOA/RSS location estimation is
σ21 = tr {covθ(xˆ1, yˆ1, zˆ1)}
= V arθ(xˆ1) + V arθ(yˆ1) + V arθ(zˆ1)
= min tr(cov(θˆ1)) = tr(I(θ1)
−1)
= (−Ixx(Iyy + Izz) + IxyIxy + IxzIxz − IyyIzz + · · ·
IyzIyz)/(−IxxIyyIzz + IxxIyzIyz + · · ·
IxyIxyIzz − IxyIyzIxz − IxzIxyIxxIyz + IxzIyyIxz)
(5.4)
The derivations of the likelihood function for the TOA and RSS case was originally
derived in [70] [71] for 2D case. Here, we extended the work to 3D scenario for VCE
applications. The details are given in the appendix.
5.2 CRLB for multiple VCEs cooperative localization
The localization problem is formulated as follows, N wireless endoscopic capsules are
distributed in the GI tract with locations given by θc = [p1, · · · , pN ]. These pills are
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blindfolded devices but they can measure the RSS from each other and transmit the
information out to the receiver array for further processing. M receiver sensors are
placed on the surface of the human body with location given by θr = [pN+1, · · · , pN+M ].
The vector of device parameters is θ = [ θc θr ]. For this three dimensional system,
pi = [xi, yi, zi]
T , where i ∈ [1, N +M ] and T is the transpose operation. The unknown
parameters to be estimated can be represented by a 3 × N coordinates matrix. ti or
RSS ri from the VCE. The observation vector is X = [t2, ...tm+1] for the TOA case
or X = [r2, ...rm+1] for the RSS case. Assume he location coordinate of the VCE is
θ1 = [x1, y1, z1], then our objective here is to estimate the location of the VCE θˆ1. The ti
observations are modeled as normal random variables fti/θ1,θi ∼ N(di,1/v¯, σ2T ), where
di,1 is the distance between the VCE and receiver sensor i. v¯ is the average propagation
speed of RF signal inside the human GI tract, and σT is the parameter describing the
TOA ranging error caused by human tissue non-homogeneity. The ri measurements
are log-normally distributed fridB/θ1,θi ∼ N(Pr(dB), σ2sh), with Pr(dB) = P0(dB) −
10α log 10(d1,i). P0(dB) is the RSS at the reference distance (i.e. 50mm) from the VCE.
α is the path loss gradient and σsh is the variance of the log normal shadowing.
The CRLB of θˆ1 is cov(θˆ1) ≥ I(θ1)−1 where I(θ1) is the Fisher information matrix
(FIM)
Iθ1 = −E∇θ1(∇θ1 ln l(X|θ1, θ))
=

Ixx Ixy Ixz
Ixy Iyy Iyz
Ixz Iyz Izz
 (3D situation)
(5.5)
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where l(X|θ1, θ) is the logarithm of the joint conditional probability density func-
tion:
l(X|θ1, θ) =
∑m+1
i=2 log fti|θ1,θi(for TOA)
l(X|θ1, θ) =
∑m+1
i=2 log fri|θ1,θi(for RSS)
(5.6)
and
Ixx = −
∑m+1
i=2 E[
∂2 log fti|θ1,θi
∂2x21
](for TOA)
Ixx = −
∑m+1
i=2 E[
∂2 log fri|θ1,θi
∂2x21
](for RSS)
(5.7)
Similar definitions can be extend to Iyy, Izz, Ixy, Ixz and Iyz. The CRLB on the
variance of the TOA/RSS location estimation is
σ21 = tr {covθ(xˆ1, yˆ1, zˆ1)}
= V arθ(xˆ1) + V arθ(yˆ1) + V arθ(zˆ1)
= min tr(cov(θˆ1)) = tr(I(θ1)
−1)
= (−Ixx(Iyy + Izz) + IxyIxy + IxzIxz − IyyIzz + · · ·
IyzIyz)/(−IxxIyyIzz + IxxIyzIyz + · · ·
IxyIxyIzz − IxyIyzIxz − IxzIxyIxxIyz + IxzIyyIxz)
(5.8)
The derivations of the likelihood function for the TOA and RSS case was originally
derived in [70] for 2D case. Here, we extended the work to 3D scenario for VCE
applications. The details are given in the appendix.
θc = [p1, p2, ..., pN ] =

x1 x2 ... xN
y1 y2 ... yN
z1 z2 ... zN
 (5.9)
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Consider devices (devices include capsules and receivers)i and j make pair-wise
observations Xi,j . We assume each receiver sensor can measure the RSS from all the
capsules inside the body, but the path loss parameters for different links varies as the dis-
tance between the receiver sensor and capsule inside the body changes. Therefore, Let
H(i) = {j :device j makes pair-wise observations with device i}. H{i} = {1, · · · , i−
1, i + 1, · · · , N + M} for i ∈ [1, N ] and H{i} = {1, · · · , N} for i ∈ [N + 1, N + M ]
because a device cannot make pairwise observation with itself and the receivers do not
make observations with receivers either. Therefore the length of the observation vector
X is N × (N +M − 1) +M ×N .
By reciprocity,we assume Xi,j = Xj,i; Thus, it is sufficient to consider only the
lower triangle of the observation matrix X when formulating the joint likelihood func-
tion [70]. The CRLB on the covariance matrix of any unbiased estimator θˆ is given
by [87]:
cov(θˆ) = E
[
(θˆ − θ)(θˆ − θ)T
]
≥ F−1θ (5.10)
where E [·] is the expectation operation and F is the Fisher information matrix (FIM)
defined as:
Fθ = −E∇θ(∇θ ln f(X|θ))T
= Eθ[
∂
∂θ
ln f(X|θ)( ∂
∂θ
ln f(X|θ))T ]
=

FRxx FRxy FRxz
F TRxy FRyy FRyz
F TRxz F
T
Ryz FRzz
 (3D situation)
(5.11)
where f(X|θ) is the joint PDF of the observation vector X conditioned on θ. Then the
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logarithm of the joint condition pdf is:
l(X|θ) =
M+N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Hij<i
log fX|θ(Xi,j|pi, pj) (5.12)
It is shown in [70] The elements of Fθ are:
[FRxx ]k,l =
 γ
∑
i∈H(k)
(xk−xi)2
dski
k = l
−γIH(k)(l) (xk−xl)2dskl k 6= l
(5.13)
[FRxy ]k,l =
 γ
∑
i∈H(k)
(xk−xi)(yk−yi)
dski
k = l
−γIH(k)(l) (xk−xl)(yk−yl)dskl k 6= l
[FRxz ]k,l =
 γ
∑
i∈H(k)
(xk−xi)(zk−zi)
dski
k = l
−γIH(k)(l) (xk−xl)(zk−zl)dskl k 6= l
[FRyy ]k,l =
 γ
∑
i∈H(k)
(yk−yi)2
dski
k = l
−γIH(k)(l) (yk−yl)2dskl k 6= l
[FRyz ]k,l =
 γ
∑
i∈H(k)
(yk−yi)(zk−zi)
dski
k = l
−γIH(k)(l) (yk−yl)(zk−zl)dskl k 6= l
[FRzz ]k,l =
 γ
∑
i∈H(k)
(zk−zi)2
dski
k = l
−γIH(k)(l) (zk−zl)2dskl k 6= l
Here, γ is a channel constant and s is an exponent, both of which are functions of the
measurement type and are given in tabel 5.1
Table 5.1: differences in parameters for TOA and RSS
channel constant γ exponent s
TOA γ = 1
(vpσT )2
2
RSS ( 10α
σdB log10
)2 4
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Where for TOA based localization technique, vp is the propagation speed of the
signal and σT is the standard deviation of the ranging error. for RSS based localization
technique, α is the path loss gradient and σdB is the standard deviation of the shadow
fading.
Let xˆi, yˆi, zˆi be the unbiased estimation of xi, yi, zi, the trace of the covariance of the
ith location estimate is given by:
σ2i = tr {covθ(xˆi, yˆi, zˆi)}
= V arθ(xˆi) + V arθ(yˆi) + V arθ(zˆi)
≥
FRxx − (FRxyFRxz)
 FRyy FRyz
FRyz FRzz

−1 FRxy
FRxz


−1
i,i
+
FRyy − (FRxyFRyz)
 FRxx FRxz
FRxz FRzz

−1 FRxy
FRyz


−1
i,i
+
FRzz − (FRxzFRyz)
 FRxx FRxy
FRxy FRyy

−1 FRxz
FRyz


−1
i,i
(5.14)
5.3 CRLB with randomness in the transmitted power
Until now, we assume the sensors have perfect knowledge of their transmit power,if none
of the N sensors have perfect knowledge of their transmit power [31]. The Bayesian
CRLB [87] also called as Vantrees inequality states that any estimator θˆ must have error
correlation matrix R∈ satisfying
R∈ > F−1 = [Fθ + Fp] (5.15)
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where R∈ = E[(θˆ − θ)(θˆ − θ)T ], with Fθ and Fp are the fisher information matrix and
prior information matrix respectively and are give by equns (5.16)
Fθ = −E[5θ(5θlnf(pi,j|θ))T ]
Fp = −E[5θ(5θlnf(θ))T ]
(5.16)
where pi,j is the bi-directional measurement vector. The prior information matrix Fp is
given in eqation (5.17)
Fp = diag[0
T
n , 0
T
n , 0
T
n , 1
T
N/σ
2
pi] (5.17)
where 0n is a length-n vector of zeros and 1N is an N length vector of ones and σ2pi is
the variance of the random variable pi0i (the power at 1 cm distance from transmitter i)
which is assumed to have an i.i.d Gaussian prior for every sensor i.
We model the bi-directional measurements Pi,j and Pj,i using vector pi,j = [Pi,jPj,i]
as a bi-variate gaussian with mean ui,j and variance Ci,j , where
ui,j =
 pi0j − 10αlog10 |ri−rj|2420
pi0i − 10αlog10 |ri−rj|2420
 (5.18)
Ci,j = σ
2
dB
 1 ρ
ρ 1
 (5.19)
Where α is the path loss exponent, and ρ is the correlation coefficient between the
bidirectional measurements, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. For the purpose of discussion we transform the
bidirectional measurement vector pi,j by an orthogonal matrix A as:
p˜i,j = Api,j, A =
 1 1
1 − 1
 (5.20)
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such a full rank transformation of measurement does not change the Fisher information.
For simplicity of notation, we denote p˜i,j = [p¯i,jp
4
ij ]
T , where p¯ij corresponds to the
average of the two measurements and p4ij corresponds to the difference between the two
measurements. After some mathematical analysis, it is seen that p¯ij has a mean u¯ij and
covariance C¯ and p4ij has a mean u
4
ij and covariance C
4 as given below:
u¯ij = pi0j + pi0i − 10αlog10 |ri−rj|2420 ; C¯ =
(1+ρ)σ2dB
2
I3n+N
u4ij =
pi0j−pi0i
2
;C4 = (1−ρ)σ
2
dB
2
I3n+N
(5.21)
where I3n+N is 3n+N × 3n+N identity matrix and u¯ and u4 are the mean values of
the sum and difference of measurements respectively for all measurement pairs,
u¯ = [u¯i1,j1 , ..., u¯is,js ]
T ;u4 = [u4i1,j1 , ..., u
4
is,js
] (5.22)
where i1, j1, · · · , is, js corresponds to each unique pair. A pair makes measurement if
they are in the measurement range of each other. Here we assume that the measurement
range is infinite (i.e., every sensor can do measurements with every other sensor.) The
Fisher information matrix Fθ given in equation 5.16 can be split into two sub matrices F¯θ
and F4θ corresponding to sum and difference measurements due to their independence.
Fθ = F¯θ + F
4
θ (5.23)
The Fisher information matrix of a vector of multivariate Gaussian measurements with
mean µ(θ) and covariance C is given by [69] and shown in the appendix. The derivation
of the individual elements of the matrix are given in [84].
Chapter 6
Results and Discussions
In this chapter, we present the results of our analysis of the accuracy for localization of
the VCE as it travels inside the human GI tract. We compare the performance of RSS
and TOA based localization techniques in the major digestive organs in the GI tract as
well as the path of movements of the VCE inside the small intestine. We study the effects
of the number of receiver sensors on body surface and their topology on the localization
accuracy. We also analyze the influence of number of transmitter sensors in cooperation
and the randomness in their transmitted power on the localization accuracy. As shown
in Fig.3.3, M receiver sensors are distributed evenly on the surface of the body torso and
N capsule pills are distributed inside the GI tract environment. Connectivity is assumed
between the VCEs and the body mounted sensors and among the VCEs. The path loss
parameters are determined by the length of each connection as mentioned in section ??.
As shown in Fig.3.3, M receiver sensors are distributed evenly on the surface of the body
torso and N capsule pills are distributed inside the GI tract environment. Connectivity
is assumed between the VCEs and the body mounted sensors and among the VCEs. The
path loss parameters are determined by the length of each connection as mentioned in
section ??.
For the analysis of the experiments, we compute the average Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) of the location error of each situation. For the case ofN different capsule
locations, the average RMSE is computed by:
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RMSEavg =
√∑N
i=1 σ
2
xi
+ σ2yi + σ
2
zi
N
(6.1)
where σ2xi , σ
2
yi
and σ2zi are the variance of each coordinate value of the ith pill location,
given by equation 5.14.
6.1 In-body localization setup
To evaluate the impact of the organ shape and location on localization accuracy. We
fixed the number of receiver sensors to 32 and assumed only one single capsule in each
organ. We calculated the 3D-CRLB for all the possible location points inside each
organ (634 points for stomach, 1926 points for small intestine and 3334 points for large
intestine). Figure ?? shows the CDF comparison of location error bound in different
organs for RSS and TOA based localization.
6.1.1 Effect of organ shape and location
To evaluate the impact of the organ shape and location on localization accuracy. We
fixed the number of receiver sensors to 32 and assumed only one single capsule in each
organ. We calculated the 3D-CRLB for all the possible location points inside each
organ (634 points for stomach, 1926 points for small intestine and 3334 points for large
intestine). Figure ?? shows the CDF comparison of location error bound in different
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organs for RSS and TOA based localization.
The localization error for capsule in small intestine and stomach is apparently smaller
than that in large intestine for both RSS and TOA based localization techniques.The av-
erage value of σi for RSS based localization technique is four times larger than that of
TOA based techniques which confirms that TOA based ranging is better for high res-
olution requirement when the multipath problem is not severe. The localization error
for capsule in stomach has the lowest average value but distributed in a wider range
compared to the errors in other two environments. These observations can be explained
by the geometric relationship between the sensor array and the organs. As we can see
from fig. 3.2(a), stomach is located in the upper part of the receiver sensor array system,
and its volume is the smallest among the three organs. Therefore, the localization error
varies more in the stomach environment. The points located in the upper part of stomach
have larger localization error value as they are far from the center of the receiver array
system, the points in the lower part of stomach have smaller localization error value.
The small intestine is located in the center part of human abdomen cavity and the lumen
is more centralized compared to large intestine. Therefore, the localization error inside
small intestine is smaller than that in large intestine. Considering the physicians are
expecting localization accuracy less than several centimeters. The TOA ranging based
system provides a more promising results.
6.1.2 Effect of number of receiver sensors
In this subsection, we investigate the impact of number of receiver sensors on localiza-
tion accuracy. In this experiment, 12000 Monte Carlo simulations (3 different organs,
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4 different number of receiver sensors and 1000 simulations per organ) were carried
out with the number of receiver sensors varied from 8 64. During each simulation,
we assume one capsule is located randomly inside the human digestive system. The
results show that the number of receivers has significant influence on the accuracy of
localization when the number of receivers is smaller than 32 especially for RSS based
localization technique.Finally, notice that for all the three organs, at least 32 receiver
sensors are needed to guarantee the performance of 50mm average RMSE.
6.1.3 Effect of sensor configuration
In this experiment, three different placement for receiver sensors are considered, which
represents the potential sensor arrangement in practice, as shown in fig.6.3 .
Half of the sensors are on the front plane of the jacket and, the other half are located
in the rear plane of the jacket. These sensor configurations can be seen to have three dis-
tinct configurations namely, (1): Sensors concentrated at the borders of the jacket, (2):
Sensors uniformly distributed in both the planes of the jacket, (3): Sensors concentrated
at the center of the jacket. Figure 6.4 shows the RMSE of the three different sensor
population for the three distinct configurations. Better performance is achieved when
the sensors are concentrated near the center of the jacket for RSS based localization
technique, while sensors distributed around the border of the jacket achieves higher ac-
curacy for TOA based localization technique. Arranging all the sensors according to the
technique employed is important to achieve the optimal performance for the localization
system.
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6.1.4 Effects of the shape of the path in the small intestine
Since the small intestine is a curled and folded long tube in the GI tract, it is the most
complex part in the digestive system. We specifically analyzed the accuracy limit when
the capsule moves along its path in the small intestine because the location of abnor-
malities found in this organ attracts the physicians mostly. Our analysis is based on the
same RSS path loss and, TOA ranging models, but along the small intestine path shown
in Fig.??. The length of this typical 3D intestine path model is 8 meters and we have
used 32 body-mounted sensors for localization. The results of RSS- and TOA-based lo-
calization accuracy bounds along the small intestine path are shown in figure .6.5. The
mean of localization error bounds for the RSS- and TOA based localizations are 48 and
13mm. In addition,
the accuracy limit of RSS based localization technique fluctuates much more higher
than the TOA based localization technique. The accuracy limit of RSS based technique
varies more than 10mm along the small intestine path, while the accuracy limit of TOA
based technique only exhibits less than 0.5mm of variation along the small intestine
path. However, both techniques show similarities in performance influenced by the
geometric relationship between the capsule transmitter and the receiver array on the
body surface. For example, the localization error bound for both techniques reaches the
local maximums at 4 and 6 meter from the beginning of the small intestine.
6.1.5 Effect of number of Pills in cooperation
For this experiment, we fixed the number of receivers on body surface to 32 and in-
creased the number of pills from 1 to 5. The pills are assumed to be randomly dis-
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tributed inside the digestive system and they can measure the RSS or TOA from each
other. We studied the effect of cooperation among pills using 15000 different situations
for cooperative VCE localization.
The results are presented in Fig. 6.6 as the number of pills increase from 1 to 5. Lo-
calization error decreased by 5mm for RSS based technique while it remains almost the
same for TOA based technique. Compared to the impact of number of receiver sensors,
the number of pills in cooperation has less influence on the accuracy of localization.
Therefore, our results indicate that increasing the number of receiver sensors on body
surface is a more effective way to improve the overall localization performance than in-
creasing the number of pills in cooperation for RSS or TOA based capsule localization.
6.1.6 Effect of random power on the bounds in different organs
In this section, we calculate the bounds for different organs when there’s randomness in
the transmitted power. We plot the lower bound on the 1 − σ uncertainty ellipse for rˆi,
the estimate of the ith capsule sensor coordinate. In this example, we use σdB = 7.85
and α = 4.26 based on the path loss model discussed in Section . For the simulation,
we consider ρ = 0.704. The bounds behaves similar at different values of ρ. We also
found the bounds as a function of ρ. Finally, in these examples, the prior knowledge
of transmit power is σpi = 10dB. We also consider the case when σpi = 0dB for
comparison purpose.
For perfectly known transmit power (i.e. σpi = 0dB), the uncertainty ellipse is
shown by solid lines whereas for σpi = 10dB, it is shown by dotted lines. As we can see
in the table below, the increase in the RMSE for all three organs when, randomness in
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the transmit power exist.
Table 6.1: Percentage increase in the RMSE(mm) of the capsule in three different organs
of the GI track
Human organ σpi = 0dB σpi = 10dB %
Stomach 20.8284 21.8090 4.7
Small intestine 22.1399 22.4024 1.2
Large Intestine 26.2381 28.0591 7.1
Figure 4.1 shows corresponding bound in each organ individually. It is observed
with given configuration of anchor nodes capsules in large intestine suffered the largest
localization error when there was variance in transmit power. For small intestine, the
value of RMSE for σpi = 0dB was 22.1399mm and for σpi = 10dB was 22.4024mm,
i.e. an increase in error of about 1.1.
Next, we calculate the bound over the entire range of correlation coefficient values.
Here, we have used a grid of 64 sensors with configuration number 3. The rest of the
parameters are kept the same as the previous simulations. In this experiment, the capsule
is assumed to be in any one of the three organs and the average performance bounds as
a function of ρ is calculated. As seen in figure , asρ → 1 the lower bounds are not
affected with randomness in transmitted power as much as it is affected at lower value
of ρ. Also, at lower values of ρ, the RMSE is lower than that at the higher values.
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Figure 6.7: The CRLB versus correlation coefficient ρ, for two different σpi with 64
sensors in parallel configuration. The path loss model parameters are σdB = 7.85 and
α = 4.26
Chapter 7
VCE Movement Model and the Application of
Tracking Techniques to VCE Localization
In this chapter, the tracking of VCE is considered. The capsule endoscopes which are
currently in use in clinical practices depend on normal peristaltic movement of the gut
for their movement. Therefore the movement behavior is totally governed by stress and
strain cycle of the intestines which itself is controlled by the nerve system. Clinical
observations show that the stress and strain cycle in the guts can be considered constant
as far as the patient is under normal condition [78]. In this chapter, we first present
the methodology for VCE movement modeling and then propose the implementation of
particle filter to fuse the information from the VCE movement model, RF localization
signal and information from the inertial system.
7.1 VCE Movement Modeling
A model of the movements of the VCE inside the GI tract is needed for the simulation
and the analysis of the temporal and spatial variation of the observed signals by body
mounted sensors, design of algorithms for localization, and the emulation of the chan-
nel characteristics for performance evaluation and visualization of locations of VCEs in
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a CPS platform. GI specialists localize these abnormalities in the GI tract that are re-
ported by the capsule by clinical procedures such as endoscopy, colonoscopy, CT scan
or surgery. We can use these abnormalities as landmarks in the GI tract and by counting
the number of images observing these landmark estimate the velocity of the VCEs in a
particular section of the GI tract.
Unlike the movement of vehicles on roads or human beings in indoor areas, the
movement of VCE inside the human body is very inconsistent and varies with the type of
organs. While we cannot develop completely generalized models, we should be able to
develop empirical movement models for these movements. These models can primarily
employ videos augmented by information obtained from CT scans, deep enteroscopy,
and surgery where available [26].
The basic idea for developing the movement models is as follows. Some pre-dened
landmarks are detected by image processing techniques or identied by a GI specialist
through the video source taken by VCE [19], [56].
These landmarks include entrance and exit of each of the four organs traversed by
the endoscopy capsule: esophagus, stomach, small intestine and large intestine as well
as tumors and bleeding identied in the tract. Figure ?? shows pictures of landmarks
inside the GI tract associated with pictures of duodenum, bleeding, tumor and cecum.
Since the videos are taken at a xed frame rate, the average speed of the video cap-
sule can be obtained by dividing the typical distance between known landmarks and the
average length of the organs by the elapsed time periods. This speed estimation can be
further improved by analyzing the correction between the consecutive frames. Other
movement features such as rotations and ips of the capsule can be also estimated based
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Figure 7.1: Simple pictures of landmarks for localization taken by the capsule
on the captured video source. Another key point is to nd the location of the tumors or
bleedings that occurs in different locations of the GI tract. Those abnormalities can be
used as new landmarks to reveal the knowledge on speed of the VCEs in different loca-
tions of the GI tract and distance of the abnormalities away from xed point. This way,
we can emulate the movement of the capsule moving inside the GI tract and associate
the video frames to the location inside the tract. A GI specialist can provide data to
an engineering team from pre-existing clinical studies. In a typical hospital about 500
video capsule procedures are performed per year, of these, about 15 % of the patients
have CT scans performed of the abdomen and pelvis to provide additional localization
data on the position of a pathological lesion. Of these, about 40 % of patients have ex-
ploratory surgery for resecting of a source of bleeding or tumor from the small intestine.
At operation the surgeon can accurately measure the position of the lesion with respect
to the length of the small intestine. This database can be searched for those patients
who have had all of the above procedures. Once the most useful patient population has
been identi- ed, interpretation of the VCE studies can be provided by the medical team
so that accurate and meaningful data can then be linked to the models and simulations
developed by the engineering groups.
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7.2 Particle Filter for Multisensor Integration
Since the RF localization techniques suffer from the noisy characteristics of wireless
channel and multi-path distortion. It is natural to resort to other techniques such as in-
ertial measurement unit (IMU) to improve the overall performance of the localization
system. Traditional inertial measurement units are big and expensive, which limits their
integration with the RF localization system. However, the emerging MEMS technology
makes low-cost and small size inertial sensors a reality. The IMUs can provide accurate
information rates, such as acceleration and angular turn rate, however, after integration
to calculate the position and orientation, minor bias and noise in the IMU sensor data
can cause unbounded growth of error with time. Fusing information from two technolo-
gies with different error behavior always produces better results. The Kalman filter has
already been used in combining GPS/IMU or WiFi/IMU [29] to improve the overall
performance. In the same manner, we can integrate the information from RF signal lo-
calization and the IMU sensors implemented on the VCE to mitigate the noise from each
of them. Indeed, when the RF localization failed to provide reliable information due to
the human tissue blockage, the IMU system can take over the task until the next reli-
able RF signal is available. The RF localization can also be used as an absolute sensing
mechanism to reset the IMU periodically.
The objective of using the particle filter is to approximate the true posterior positionp(xk|z1:k)
with a set of discrete weighted particles:
p(xk|z1:k) ≈ ωikδ(xk − xik) (7.1)
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wherexk =
x(k)
y(k)
 is the position state at time k,xik =
xik
yik
 is the state of the ith
particle at time k, z1:k is the set of observation results from the RF localization,ωikis the
weight of the ith particle.The prediction stage involves using the motion model to obtain
a new position for each particle. The noise from the gyro and the odometer are modeled
as i.i.d process noise sequences:xik
yik
 =
xik−1
yik−1
+ vk−1
cos(φ(k − 1)
sinφ(k − 1)
+
nx(k−1)
ny(k−1)
 (7.2)
where vk−1 is the velocity from odometer and φk−1 is the angular turn estimation ob-
tained by integrating the gyro data around the zaxis:
φk−1 =
k−1∑
i=0
ωz(i) (7.3)
Then, the weight of each particle is updated by the equation [75]:
ωik = ω
i
k−1p(zk|xik) (7.4)
where p(zk|xik) of observing the RF localization result zk at the ith particle location.
If we denote the position returned by the RF measurement at time k as Xzk and the
location of ith particle at time k as Xxik , then the probability is given by [25]
p(zk|xik) =
1√
2piσ
exp[−‖xzk −Xxik‖
2
2σ2
] (7.5)
where σ is the measurement confidence. The smaller the σ, the more confident we are
in the RF localization results. Here, the value of σ is chosen based on the variation of
the RSS readings and the environment of the system. To obtain the posterior density
function, we need to normalize the weights each time after they are updated. A common
problem with particle filter is the degeneracy phenomenon, which means after a few
iterations, most of the particles will have negligible weights [75]. A suitable measure
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of degeneracy of the particles is the estimate of the effective sample size Neff , defined
as:
ˆNeff =
1∑Ns
i=1(ω
i
k)
2
(7.6)
Where Ns is the number of particles. The resampling is triggered when:
ˆNeff ≤ threshold (7.7)
The basic idea of resampling is to eliminate particles which have small weights and
to concentrate on particles with large weights, the resulting weights are reset to ωik =
1
Ns
for all the particles. One problem with resampling is that it reduces the diversity among
particles as the resulting samples will contain many repeated points. For resamping
algorithms , the most widely used algorithm is the simple sequential importance sam-
pling (SIS) algorithm. The sampling step involves generating a new set {xi∗)k}Nsi=1 by
resampling Ns times from the approximate posterior distribution:
p(xk|z1:k) ≈
Ns∑
i=1
ωikδ(xk − xik) (7.8)
So that p(xi∗k = x
j
k) = ω
j
k.
We have used particle filters to combine RSS-based WiFi localization and movement
models from inertial sensors for cooperative robotic applications in indoor areas. The
results are promising since this method shows the potential to smooth the localization
results while reducing the error by several orders of magnitude. In the localization liter-
ature, there is trend to use Kalman lter or particle lters to incorporate imaging landmark
information to improve the performance. These classes of algorithms are known as si-
multaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms. In the capsule application,
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since an endoscopic capsule continually takes pictures inside the GI tract, we can also
use the image information to aid the RF localization system.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Directions
This chapter provides an overall conclusion and discussion of some possible directions
for the research that has been the focus of this dissertation.
8.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we have described thee measurement and modeling campaign that
was aimed to characterize the spatial behavior of RSS and TOA based ranging error
model for BAN applications. In addition, we provided an analysis of cooperative local-
ization bounds for RSS and TOA based localization techniques for VCE localization.
Finally, we proposed the utilization of particle filter to incorporate the information from
IMU with the RF localization signal to improve the overall localization performance.
We investigated the potential accuracy limits for RSS and TOA based RF localization
for the wireless VCE as it travels inside the human GI tract using the CRLB. Results of
our analysis showed the possibility of achieving average localization error 5cm in the
digestive organs for RSS based localization technique and average localization error of
1.5cm for TOA based localization technique. To achieve these levels of accuracy, we
showed that more than 32 sensors mounted on the body surface is needed. Our results
demonstrate that increasing the number of sensors mounted on body surface has more
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influence on the overall localization performance than increasing the number of pills
inside the GI tract. We also analyzed the effect of randomness in transmit power on the
localization accuracy in different organs and found that large intestine suffers more in-
accuracies due to this effect and that can increase the error by 7.1accuracies of up to 10
cm for the VCE localization, results of this study suggests that designing RF localization
techniques for the VCE is practical.
8.2 Future directions
Algorithms Using Movement Models and Landmarks. t should be possible to employ
Kalman lter and particle lter to combine the information from the RF localization system
using RSS or ToA and capsule movement model information to enhance the accuracy
of the localization. Kalman lter [21]and particle lters have been widely used in outdoor
and indoor RF localization and navigation applications to incorporate movement models
into the TOAbased systems such as GPS and RSS-based localization systems such as
WiFi-localization.we have used both lters to combine RSS-based Wi-Fi localization and
movement models from inertial sensors for cooperative robotic applications in indoor
areas. The results are promising since this method shows the potential to smooth the
localization results while reducing the error by several orders of magnitude. In the
localization literature, there is trend to use Kalman lter or particle lters to incorporate
imaging landmark information to improve the performance. These classes of algorithms
are known as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [85], [24] algorithms.
In the capsule application, since an endoscopic capsule continually takes pictures inside
the GI tract, we can also use the image information to aid the RF localization system.
Appendices
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Appendix A
Derivation of the likelihood function for CRLB
calculation
In this appendix, we derive the likelihood function for TOA and RSS in 3D space.
For the TOA case,
l1,i = log fti|θ1,θi(T1,i|θ1, θi)
= − log√2piσ2T − T1,i−(√(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2/v¯)22σ2T (A.1)
E[
∂l1,i
∂x1
] = − 1
σ2T
(xi − x1)( v¯T1,i√
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
− 1)
E[
∂2l1,i
∂2x1
] = − 1
(v¯σT )2
(xi−x1)2
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
(A.2)
Similarly, we got
E[
∂2l1,i
∂2y1
] = − 1
(v¯σT )2
(yi−y1)2
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
E[
∂2l1,i
∂2z1
] = − 1
(v¯σT )2
(zi−z1)2
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
E[
∂2l1,i
∂x1∂y1
] = − 1
(v¯σT )2
((xi−x1)(yi−y1)
x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
E[
∂2l1,i
∂x1∂z1
] = − 1
(v¯σT )2
(xi−z1)(zi−z1)
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
E[
∂2l1,i
∂y1∂z1
] = − 1
(v¯σT )2
(yi−y1)(zi−z1)
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
(A.3)
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and then, we have
Ixx =
1
(v¯σT )2
∑m+1
i=2
(xi−x1)2
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
Iyy =
1
(v¯σT )2
∑m+1
i=2
(yi−x1)2
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
Izz =
1
(v¯σT )2
∑m+1
i=2
(zi−z1)2
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
Ixy =
1
(v¯σT )2
∑m+1
i=2
(xi−x1)(yi−y1)
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
Ixz =
1
(v¯σT )2
∑m+1
i=2
(xi−x1)(zi−y1)
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
Iyz =
1
(v¯σT )2
∑m+1
i=2
(yi−y1)(zi−z1)
(x1−xi)2+(y1−yi)2+(z1−zi)2
(A.4)
For the RSS case, from [69], the density of P1,i is
f(P1,i|θi, θ1) = 10/ log 10√
2piσ2dB
1
P1,i
exp[−γ
8
(log
d21,i
d˜21,i
)2]
γ = ( 10α
σdB log 10
)2
d˜1,i = d0(
P0
P1,i
)1/α
(A.5)
where d˜1,i is the maximum likelihood estimation of the range d1,i when the received
power P1,i is given
l1,i = log(
10 log 10√
2piσ2dB
1
Pr
)− γ
8
(log (xi−x1)
2+(yi−y1)2+(zi−z1)2
dˆ21,i
)2 (A.6)
then
∂2l1,i
∂xi∂yi
= −γ (xi−x1)(yi−y1)
d4i,1
[− log(d2i,1
d˜21,i
) + 1]
∂2l1,i
∂xi∂y1
= −γ (xi−x1)(yi−y1)
d4i,1
[log(
d2i,1
d˜21,i
) + 1]
(A.7)
Then the FIM simplifies to equation 5.13.
Appendix B
Derivation of CRLB with randomness in
transmitted power
Fisher information matrix of a vector of multivariate Gaussian measurements with mean
µ(θ) and covariance C
Fθ = [5θµ(θ)]TC−1[5θµ(θ)] =
FRxx FRxy FRxz FRxpi
FRyx FRyy FRyx FRypi
FRzx FRzy FRzz FRzpi
FRpix FRpiy FRpiz FRpipi

(B.1)
From equation 5.23, we have,
F¯θ = [5θµ¯]TC−1[5θµ¯] =
¯FRxx ¯FRxy ¯FRxz ¯FRxpi
¯FRyx ¯FRyy ¯FRyx ¯FRypi
¯FRzx ¯FRzy ¯FRzz ¯FRzpi
¯FRpix ¯FRpiy ¯FRpiz ¯FRpipi

(B.2)
¯
F4θ = [5θµ4]TC−1[5θµ4] =
¯
F4Rxx
¯
F4Rxy
¯
F4Rxz
¯
F4Rxpi
¯
F4Ryx
¯
F4Ryy
¯
F4Ryx
¯
F4Rypi
¯
F4Rzx
¯
F4Rzy
¯
F4Rzz
¯
F4Rzpi
¯
F4Rpix
¯
F4Rpiy
¯
F4Rpiz
¯
F4Rpipi

(B.3)
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